impression series
« R55Ti
The R55Ti is a 3-way high
performance tower speaker. The
elegantly designed curved structure
of the R55Ti’s cabinet and its
stunning gloss finish make this
speaker a beautiful addition to your
home. The three 6½-inch poly-matrix
woofers provide plenty of low end
for both music and movies, while
the dual 5¼-inch aluminized polymatrix woofer and 1-inch fabric dome
tweeter deliver effortless mid and
high frequencies. The R55Ti ships
with tower outrigger feet to enhance
the look and usability of the speaker.
Available in high-gloss red burl or
high-gloss black ash.

The Impression Series subwoofers are absolutely stunning,
both audibly and visually. The driver features RBH Sound’s
proven, proprietary aluminum cone technology, and
adds considerable deep bass performance to your home
theater or audio system. Available in two high-gloss
finishes, black ash or red burl, not just another black box
subwoofer, it’s a piece of fine furniture that demands
respect from its listeners. Impression Series subwoofers
can be found on page 7.

« R5Bi
The R5Bi bookshelf speaker offers a great
degree of flexibility and will add elegance
to any home theater or bookshelf. The
5¼-inch aluminized poly-matrix woofer
accompanied by a 1-inch fabric dome
tweeter delivers effortless mid and high
frequencies. Available in high-gloss red
burl or high-gloss black ash.

« R56Ci
The R56Ci dedicated center channel speaker delivers
natural, effortless mid and high frequencies due to its
use of dual 6½-inch poly cone woofers, dual 5¼-inch
aluminized poly-matrix mid-range drivers and a 1-inch
fabric dome tweeter. Dual rear ports enable this larger-room center
channel’s ability to provide exceptional rich and accurate dialog reproduction. Available in
high-gloss red burl or high-gloss black ash.
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The Impression Series includes a sleek and slender tower, dedicated center channel, versatile bookshelf speakers and powered
subwoofers. The finish is a stunning high-gloss red burl or black ash wood grain veneer finish with an impressive high-gloss
black baffle.
Impression Series speakers feature RBH’s exclusive poly-matrix cone woofers and aluminized poly-matrix cone mid-woofers.
These rigid cones resist flexing and contribute to accurate reproduction of the audio signal, providing excellent sound quality
and performance while keeping an eye on value. High fidelity 1-inch fabric dome tweeters deliver effortless upper-mid and high
frequencies, and higher power handling is achieved through the use of magnetic liquid cooling. To further protect the speaker,
a polyswitch current-limiting device is incorporated into advanced crossover networks throughout the series. These networks
utilize the least amount of components while maximizing the speaker’s ability to accurately reproduce music and movies the
way they were meant to be heard.

Note: Scan this QR code with your
smartphone or tablet to visit the
Impression Series on our web site.

Impression Series subwoofers can be found on page 7.

• See icon legend on page 29.
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